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Victoria Prooday,..QI finds today's kids come to school emotionally unavailable for learning. There are many factors in
our modem lifestyle that contribute to this -,
She writes:
I am an occupational therapist with years of experience working with children, parents, and teachers. I completely agree
with this teacher's meS!!!!Q!! that our children are getting worse and worse in many aspects. I hear the same consistent
message from every teacher I meet. Clearly, throughout my time as an Occupational Therapist, I have seen and
continue to see a decline in kids' social, emotional, and academic functioning, as well as a sharp increase in learning
disabilities and other diagnoses.
As we know, the brain is malleable. Through environment, we can make the brain "stronger" or make it "weaker". I truly
believe that, despite all our greatest intentions, we unfortunately remold our children's brains in the wrong direction. Here
is why:

1. Technology
Using technology as a "Free babysitting service" is, in fact, not free at all. The payment is waiting for you just around the
comer. We pay with our kids' nervous systems, with their attention, and with their abillty for delayed gratification.
Compared to virtual reality, everyday life is boring.
When kids come to the classroom, they are exposed to human voices and adequate visual stimulatiOn as opposed to
being bombarded with the graphic explosions and special effects that they are used to seeing on the screens. After
hours of virtual realtty, processing infonnation in a classroom becomes increasingly challenging for our kids because
their brains are getting used to the high levels of stimulation that video games provide.
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The inability to process lower tevels of stimulation leaves kids vulnerable to academic challenges. Technology also
disconnects us emotionally from our children and our families.
Parental emotional avallablllty Is the main nutrient for a child's brain. Unfortunately, we are gradually depriving our
children of that nutrient.
Jackie's Note: here Is a printable llst of 30 more ways to help your kids

2. Kids Get Everything The Moment They Want It
"I am Hungryll' "In a sec I will stop at the drtve thru" •tam Thirsty!" "Here is a vending machine." "I am boredl" 'Use my

phone I'
The ability to delay gratification Is one of the key factors for future success. We have the best intentions - to make our
children happy - but unfortunately, we make them happy at the moment but miserable in the long term.
To be abte to detay gratification means to be able to function under stress. Our children are gradually becoming less
equipped to deal w�h even minor stressors, which eventually become huge obstacles to their success in life.
The inability to delay gratification is often seen in classrooms. malls, restaurants, and toy stores the moment the child
hears "No' because parents have taught their child's brain to get what it wants right away.

3. Kids Rule The World
'My son doesn't like vegetables.' "She doesnt like going to bed early.• "He doesnt like to eat breakfast.• 'She doesnt
like toys, but she is very good at her IPad' "He doesn't want to get dressed on his own." "She is too lazy to eat on her
own."
This is what I hear from parents all the time. Since whe.n do children dictate to us how to parent them? If we leave it all
up to them, all they are going to do is eat macaroni and cheese and bagels with cream cheese. watch TV, play on their
tablets. and never go to bed.
What good are we doing them by giving them what they WANT when we know that It is not GOOD for them? Wrthout
proper nutrition and a good night's sleep, our kids come to school irritable, anxious, and inattentive. In addition, we send
them the wrong message.
They learn they can do what they want and not do what they don't want. The concept of "need to do" is absent.
Unfortunately, in order to achieve our goals in our lives, we have to do what's necessary, which may not always be what
we want to do. For example, if a child wants to be an A student, he needs to study hard. If he wants to be a successful
soccer player, he needs to practice eveiy day. Our children know very well what they want, but have a very hard time
doing what is necessary to achieve that goat. This results in unattainable goals and leaves the kids disappointed.

4. Endless Fun
We have created an artificial fun world for our children. There are no dull moments. The moment it becomes quiet, we
run to entertain them again, because otherwise, we feet that we are not doing our parenting duty.
We live in two separate worlds. They have their 'fun" world, and we have our "work" world. Why aren't children helping
us in the kitchen or with laundry? Why don't they tidy up their toys?
This is basic monotonous work that trains the brain to be workable and function under "boredom,' which is the same
"muscle" that is required to be eventually teachable at school. When they come to school and it Is time for handwriting
their answer Is 't can't. It is too hard. Too boring.' Why? Because the workable "muscle" is not getting trained through
endless fun.
It gets trained through work.
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5. Limited Social Interaction
We are all busy, so we give our kids digital gadgets and make them 'busy" too. KidS U!le.CLtQ.ll!.l!Y.!>J.!l.si.d.e,_wheut • .i.n
unstrncturlltl_o�ur�l-�nVi.f!lJ1Jl\!!I\1.S,_t�y_te�_l!fl!;!.w�c.ti.cfil!.tl.!!!il®ial skU�.
Unfortunately, technology replaced the outdoor time. Also, technology made the parents less available to socially
interact with their kids. Obviously, our kids fall behind ... the babysitting gadget is not equipped to help kids develop
social skills. Most successful people have great social skills. This is the prtorityl
The brain Is just like a muscle that is trainable and re-trainable. If you want your child to be able to bike, you teach him
biking skills. ff you want your child to be able to wait, you need to teaeh him patience. II you want your child to be able to
socialize, you need to teach him social skills. The same applies to all the other skills. There is no difference!

Train the Brain
You can make a difference in your child's life by training your child's brain so that your child will successfully function on
social, emotional, and academic levels. Here is how:

1. Limit technology, and re-connect with your kids emotionally
• Surprise them with flowers, share a smile, tickle them, put a love note in their backPack or under thalr pillow,
surprtse them by taking them out for lunch on a school day, dance together, crawl together, have pillow fights
• Have family dinners, board game nights (see the list of my !ll_yj)(im boaI\l.Ql!Ole.�). go biking, go to outdoor walks
with a flashlight in the evening

2. Train delayed gratification
•
•
•
•

Make them wait Ill It is okay to have "I am bared' time - this is the first step to creativity
Gradually increase the waiting lime between "I wanr and "I ger
Avoid technology use in cars and restaurants, and instead teach them waiting while talking and 11laY-i.1JQ_gamei.
Limit constant snacking

3. Don't be afraid to set the limits. Kids need limits to grow happy and
healthy!!
• Make a schedule for meal times, sleep limes, technology time
• Think of what is GOOD for them- not what they WANT/DON'T WANT. They are going to thank you for that later on
in life. Parenting Is a hard Job. You need to be creative to make them do what Is good for them because. most of
the time, that is the exact opposlte of what they want.
• Kids need breakfast and nutritious food. They need to spend time outdoor and go to bed at a consistent time in
order to come to school available for learning the next dayl
. • Convert things that they don't like doingltrying into fun, emotionally stimulating games

4. Teach your child to do monotonous work from early years as It Is the
foundation for future "work-ability"
• Folding laundry, tidying up toys, hanging clothes, unpacking groceries, setting the table, making lunch,
unpacking their lunch box, making their bed
• Be creative. Initially make ii stimulating and fun so that their brain associates it with something positive.

5. Teach social skills
Teach them turn taking, sharing, losinglwinning, compromising, complimenting. others, using "please and thank

you•
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From my expertence as an occupational therapist, children change the moment parents change their perspective on
parenting. Help your kids succeed in life by training and strengthening their brain sooner rather than later!
Jackie's Note: hen, Is a printable Ila! ol 30 more ways to help your kids

� holds a Master of Science in Occupational Therapy from the Medical School at University of Toronto and a
Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology and Health Science from York University. She is founder and director of a
multidisciplinary clinic in Toronto, Canada, for children with behavioral, social, emotional and academic challenges.
Victoria, lll2...ng w�h her team, has !Jmped hundreds of families across Canada and around the wol1d and Is a frequent
guest speaker to teachers, parents and professionals.
Shared with Victoria's written permission.
"Our children don't need us to be perfect (thankfully!). They just need us to be faithful. And God can take that
simple faithfulness and tum It into something wonderful in due time." ..Jonathan Lewis
"And let us not be weary in well doing: for In due seaaon we shall reap, H we faint not." -Galatians 6:9
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